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JANUARY 4 , 1180 

To whom it may concern: 

I have tried to write a comprehensive letter of the Kennedy 

years. I have delved into every aspect searching for truths and 

lights it might shed on the .confused present. 

I have received the medical reports on John F. Kennedy's 

autopsy from Dr. Cyril H. Wecht COr011er of Allegheny County, who 

performed this work. The Warren Commission and the Rockefeller 

Commission Reports ignored the medical reports of Dr. .Cyril H. Wecht, 

and developed the single bullet theory. 

I have received bills from many sponsors to reopen the invest-

igation into the assassination of 'John F. Kennedy. One of the 

most vigorous sponsors of a bill to reopen the investigation was 

Congressman Henry D. Gonzalez of Texas. Mr. Gonzalez is the former 

Chairman of the House Assassinations Committee. Congressman Gonzalez 

was in the motorcade when President Kennedy was assassinated on 

November 22, 1963. Mr. Gonzalez kept me well abreast of the 

docements'dealing with the assassination of John F. Kennedy and I 

was sent every document and factual shred of evidence that was 

uncovered by Congressman Gonzalez and the House Assassinations 

Committee. I have received from Senator Richard S. Schweiker, his 

hill to reopen the investigation into the assassination of President 

Kennedy. 1 received from Congressman Downing of Virginia, his 

bill to reopen the investigation into Lae assassination of John F. 



Kennedy. 'Ir. Downing is former Chairman of the house Assassinations 

Comwittee, now retired from public life. I have read and placed 

in my book how many of the Watergate Burglars were possible suspects 

in ti►e assassination of John F. Kennedy. 

I have placed New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison's 

findings in regard to the conspiracy vrt►ich was formulated in New 

Orleans in respect to ti►e assassination of John F. Kennedy. I 

have received from the National Security Council, documents via 

the Freedom of Information Act, Lyndon B. Johnson's strategic 

escalation of the War in Vietnam and Aar Policy. In my findings, 

I have noted how President Kennedy formulated a counterguerrilla 

program and the idea that if it failed the war in Vietnam could 

not he won and that we would have to enter negotiations vita the 

Viet Cong. Lyndon B. Johnson and Richard M. Nixon. abandoned this 

program and favored a broad escalation to the war in Viet Nam and 

Cambodia. President Kennedy had formulated the Green Berets, which 

was going to be the first phase of the counterguerrilla program. 

In my writings, I have included a Postscript on the Soviet Union 

and their involvement in the assassination of John F. Kennedy. 

have added how the real Lae Harvey .Oswald never returned to the 

United States, but disappeared in 'the Soviet Union in 1959. Marina 

(Prusakova) Oswald was the niece of a KGB agent and was part of 

the Soviet Union Conspiracy to assassinate john F. Kennedy. Marina 

(,.'rusakova) Oswald was a Soviet Komsomol agent (Soviet Union CoaimuniS-t 

Youth Agents). Marina (Prusakova) Oswald kept in touch with two 

Soviet agents in this country. The nature of their conversations 

is unknown, but their.  names ap,ear as listed by Michael Sddowes in 

the Oswald File as involved in tt►e assassination of John F. Kennedy. 



have placed Oswald's Diary in the Soviet Union as it appears 

in the 'Oswald File.' In my writings, I have tal(en the advice 

of Michael Eddowes in the Oswald File about how the KGB forged 

FBI fingerprint files and sent two impostors to assassinate John 

F. Kennedy. One impostor was to be the scapegoat while the real 

assassin escaped. FBI Director J. Edgar hoover'S warning of KGB 

agents using the credentials of Lee Rarvey. Oswald was ignored by 

the Intelligence Agencies, mainly the FBI and the CIA (Oswald 

memorandum to the State Dept. warning them of the Oswald Risk). 

I have added how Senator Richard Russell of Georgia was the lone 

dissenter on the Warren Commission. Senator Richard Russell of 

Georgia urged Uaroid Weisberg to pursue the investigation into 

the assassination of John F. Kennedy, even up to his dying day. 

I have included in my Prologue how President Kennedy did not want 

to go to Dallas, and was warned not to go to Dallas, Texas by 

Senator humphrey, Morse, F'ulbright, Ambassador Adlai Stevenson, 

and his personal Secretary Evelyn Lincoln. 

President Kennedy states in the PrologUe to his under Sec-

retary of the Navy Paul Fay about the possibility of the overthrow 

of the elected establishment by the military. In my writings, I 

have added as it is written in the Assassination Chain by Sybil 

Leek, how the Communists called Lyndon B. Johnson to form a 

commission to check the charges of a Communist conspiracy in the 

assassination of John F. Kennedy. The Communists asked for a Com-

mission to be formed and that is what Lyndon h. Johnson did. 

Lyndon B. Johnson, -when. he was Vice President, sent a memo to the 

Deputy Director of the CIA warning them of John F. Kennedy's desire 

to undermind the CIA's effectiveness. Richard Morrow, a CIA agent, 

was told by his caseworker to purchase three mannilicher rifles, 



shortly afterward President Kennedy was assassinated. Richard 

borrow tells of Johnspn's memo in his book The Betrayal. In this 

book, Morrow states the Anti-Castro Cuban involvement. I have 

included in my Postscripts Lyndon B. Johnson's account of the 

involvement he had in the assassination of John F. Kennedy. 

I have included in my Postscript on Soviet involvement in the 

assassination of Bohn F. Kennedy, how Nikita Knrushchev planned 

the assassinations of both Richard h. Nixon and John F. Kennedy 

in 1960. The only reason the plan to assassinate Richard N. Nixon 

was written off was because John F. Kennedy was elected President 

in 1960. 

1 have written how many of the Fill and CIA agents participated 

and led many demonstrations against the war in Vietnam. I have 

included a large number of illustrations and pictures of all the 

names that appear in my book. I have enclosed pictures of John 

F. Kennedy when he came to Aliquippa, Pennsylvania in October of 

1902. In my writings, I have written how Lyndon B. Johnson conned 

Chief Justice Earl Marren in doing something he knew he shouldn't 

do (heading the Commission to investigate the assassination of 

President Kennedy). 

I have written 16 chapters, an Epilogue, Appendix, Prologue, 

Bibliography, Index, Postscript, Supplementary Postscript Index, 

and an Introduction. I have added to my book all the critical 

achievements of the Kennedy Years. The Alliance for Progress 

patterned for growth and stability in Latin America. The idea to 

go to the moon before the end of the decade was patterned by John 

P. Kennedy. The confrontation with Khrushchev over the missiles 

in Cuba was by far John F. Kennedy's finest hour. The Civil Rights 

confrontation with Southern Governors Wallace and Barnett saw blacks 

enrolled in institutions almost unthinkuLie in this century. The 



idea of a Medicare Bill fur the Aged and the Civil Kights Bill 

were formulated by John F. Kennedy. All my chapters with the ex-

ception of the Final Epic and Conclusion, the Epilogue, the ‘ppendix, 

and the Postscript are pulicies and prugrams that had been undertaken 

as written in John F. Kennedy's Inaugural Address. John F. Kennedy 
kept his words of his Inaugural Adoress as the future policy and 

program for his administration. I have written a short history 

of assassinations from ancient times up to the present day. In 

my writings, I have adued the assassinations of Lincoln, Garfield, 

McKinley, and Kennedy. I have added what is the rationale that 

many assassins use to eliminate and kill individuals. 

I' have written a large chapter on the CIA and what President 

Kennedy did Co make them more responsive. I have included in my 

chapter on the CIA all the Deputy Directors and Directors of the 

CIA from its beginning until the present. I have included all 

the controversial books written on the CIA. In my writings I 

have written about how many members of the CIA were involved in 

the Assassination of John F. Kennedy. The CIA's involvement with 

Cuban Nationals, the Mafia, in the plot to assassinate ninny. foreign 

leaders and also Fidel Castro is also included. The dramatic 

ray of Pigs fiasco by the CIA and the effect it had on the ::ennedy 

Administration's attitude toward the CIA is brought into focus 

in Chapter 15 of my book. l have researched every aspect of the 

Kennedy Years and covered every aspect of material that was written 

regarding the assassination of John F. Kennedy and its cover-up 

by the jarren and Rockefeller Commisiions. I have simplified the 
extensive writing in the form of two volumes. The second vol- 
ume deals entirely with every 	Sincerely, 

0444. 
John 	1.ennedy. : 
aspect of the iissassination 	
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Charles Sarkis 
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